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Overview
The Strange Sagas of Sabrina Summers is a middle-grade trilogy
which uses humour to deal with issues such as resilience, taking
responsibility, friendship, cruelty to animals and above all
addressing the confidence dip experienced by many young girls
by showing them a strong female protagonist.
Saga 1: The Uncooperative Flying Carpet
Bored at school? Tired of doing chores? Secretly want an amazing adventure in a strange and mysterious land?
Take Sabrina Summers’ advice: forget it! When Sabrina, her friends and brother try to spy on her new stepmother, they find themselves transported to the very weird land of Dralfynia. Transformed into fairy-tale
characters they are seriously out of their depth. Captured by goblins, chased by a witch, attacked by bats and
walking trees, all they want to do is go home. With the help of a Clydesdale unicorn with gas and an
uncooperative flying carpet, they might just make it. But who is the Beast with Nine Fingers? Why is he after
them? And what is the secret Sabarina’s step-mother is hiding?
ISBN: 9781683508120
Pub: 2018-05 Morgan James Kids

Saga 2: The Uncomfortable Glass Slippers
In the second book of the trilogy, Sabrina and her friends return to Dralfynia and they are not happy. They are
transformed into fairy-tale characters (again); have to search for a temperamental magic object (again); and
forced to match wits with terrifying creatures (again). This time they have a were-dragon on their tail, need to
rescue the real Cinderella and put right some of the things they got so wrong on their last visit—all within just
three days.
ISBN: 9781642796872
Pub:2020-04 Morgan James Kids

Saga 3: The Uncontrollable Slingshot
The unputdownable final instalment is scheduled for release October 2020. Sabrina and her friends face their
greatest challenge yet—all-out war with the Beast and his army. Who will win and claim the throne of
Dralfynia, and what exactly will that mean? Sabrina finds out who she can and cannot trust, unearths the truth
behind what happened to her mother, and at last realises her destiny and becomes leader.
“CLEVER, WITTY, IMAGINATIVE … YOU CAN PICK IT UP AND READ FOR TEN MINUTES THEN COME BACK FOR
MORE BUT YOU WON’T; IT IS TOO EXCITING FOR THAT.”
BOB DOCHERTY, BOB’S BOOK BLOG

About Michele Clark
McConnochie
Michele is a creative writing teacher and children’s author
who now lives in Christchurch, New Zealand. She is Welsh
and grew up in the Royal Air Force, living in England,
Singapore and West Germany.
She had a wide-ranging career in vocational and tertiary education, both as a teacher and a
manager before choosing to follow her life-long dream of becoming an author. In 2014 she
embraced a career change after she was given the opportunity to ghost-write the first drafts of
two young adult novels and to work as a freelance features writer; these experiences led to
her beginning her writing journey.
As well as The Strange Sagas of Sabrina Summers, Michele has a number of picture-book
stories, a young-reader chapter book, a travel book and two young adult novels under
development.
She served as a committee member of the New Zealand Society of Authors local branch and is
now on the board of the nascent Tamariki (Children’s) Literature Festival.
She is married to Brent, step-parent to Steph and slave to two rescue cats. She cites her
influences as the Peanuts cartoon strip, Enid Blyton and her step-daughter. She is passionate
about kindness to both animals and people and she hopes that her books not only entertain
her young fans but help them make sense of the world they will inherit.

“There is so much to like about this book: the wry humour and sense of fun throughout
make the story a joy to read … plenty of
imagination and thought have gone into
this book. It doesn’t take itself seriously,
but it does give young readers a chance
to reflect on how they might respond to
the challenges the children face both in
the real world and in Dralfynia. “
The Book Reviewers

Sample interview questions for Michele
1. Why do you write for children?
2. Who were your favourite authors as a child, and which modern children’s
authors do you admire?
3. Where do you get your ideas and inspiration?
4. What is your writing process?
5. Do you think your experience in education has helped you with your writing?
6. You teach creative writing and work with schools; do you think that benefits
you as a writer?
7. Tell us about how your dyslexia-friendly books.
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